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I am delighted to welcome you to Buniah and thank you for taking the time to learn more about us, and our products 
and services.

The dynamic universe of Properties is constantly changing and full of challenges. One has to continuously monitor 
the various factors – both regional and global – that can impact and cause changes to the property market. Being 
informed ahead will enable you to make the right move or the necessary shift in order to capitalize on new opportuni-
ties that change brings. Working closely with our clients, our mission is to ensure that value is created, and is 
transferred to their long-term benefit.

The company’s core strategy is to strengthen the team with the addition of top talents from around the globe to 
provide our clients with the competitive edge required to remain successful and grow further. 

We consistently upgrade our research and development and more investment will be directed towards enhancing the 
capabilities. To make things simpler for our clients, Buniah converts a large part of the research and value output 
into easily to understand formats and analyses. This, in turn, greatly benefits our clients by keeping them updated of 
the current market states, enabling them to make well-informed decisions at the appropriate time. 

Our gamut of integrated services range from addressing investment advisory needs to capital acquisition and devel-
opment management, based on systematic research and intuitive foresight. Driven by value maximization, resource 
optimization, and selective acquisition, we target just the right market and asset classes. We focus our efforts on 
acquiring ideally located properties, offering reliable core income and growth potential.

Much of our work is commitment to creating value for our clients by engineering facts and opportunities as well as 
gathering a unique understanding of details that impact your bottom-line. Our main focus will continue to be unleash-
ing the real value of your assets, facilitating a well-thought exit strategy or maintaining such assets on a long-term 
basis, adding value to your investment portfolio.

We look forward to be of service to you and your organization, and to extend the highest service standard possible 
to assure your prosperity and long term success. 

Sincerely,
Mohammad Saafeen
Managing Director
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BUNIAH – THE BLUEPRINT FOR SUCCESS
Our core philosophy is based on three pivotal principles:

i) Access to deal flow: Through an established network of relationships with the brokerage community for asset acquisition in all our target markets, Buniah offers 
an unparalleled choice of property offerings as well as capital facilitation.

ii) Efficient Investment process: A highly disciplined, monitored and pro-active investment strategy that identifies markets with favorable demand and supply charac-
teristics.

iii) Optimal Dispositions: Our professional team has the required experience to negotiate and close deals to offer win-win solutions to all interested parties and 
cultivate successful future relationship.

The strength and success of Buniah stem from these set of ethos that work in its everyday operations. They are at the heart of Buniah, reflecting on our unparalleled 
focus, reliability of commitment, maximization of rewards, and our consistently fulfilling relationships.

Partnership for success
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BUNIAH – THE FOUNDATION

Our mission is to provide comprehensive 
investment solutions that integrate every 
aspect of property development thereby 
realizing the commercial aspirations of our 
clients and the market, through unique 
synergetic projects.

To Our Clients

To deliver tactical and coordinated 
solutions to strategic, risk /return and 
liquidity requirements of client base to 
assure maximum success to the invest-
ment goals and objectives.

THE BUNIAH MISSION

THE BUNIAH COMMITMENT

To Our People

To nurture the company's human 
resources as our most valuable asset by 
enriching skills, fostering ethics and 
knowledge building which in turn leads to 
our clients' investment benefits.

To Ethical Business

Doing business based on certain ethics is 
not only about being a good corporate 
citizen; it’s a good way to do business too. 
In fact, that is what differentiates a reliable 
company that has long-term objectives, 
and value client and partner relationships: 
A company that you can rely on and build 
your business with. 

Rather than a written code of conduct, 
Buniah’s code of ethics is one that is 
largely internalised and determines the 
behaviour of all those bearing the badge 
of Buniah during a business interface – 
right from our Board of Directors to 
employees and vendors. Ethical practices 
are inherent in our vision, values, and 
modus operandi, and must encompass all 
interactions with clients, customers, 
vendors and employees.

     Our image and reputation is our 
greatest asset. The company will not 
endorse or encourage any stance or move 
from an employee or an associate that 
compromises our reputation for integrity 
and fairness.

    

    The ethical disposition of Buniah 
encourages fair practice, equal opportu-
nity, compassion at work, and utter 
confidentiality in business interactions. 
 
 Buniah condemns undue 
advantage through corruption and under-
the-table deals, inhuman working condi-
tions, and unfair exploitation of privileged 
information or unfortunate circumstances.
 
 Further, Buniah respecting the 
cultural sensitivities of the region they 
operate in and adheres to the develop-
ment interest of the nation, as well as the 
law of the land. 
 
 The vision of Buniah goes 
beyond the gains of the moment and gives 
due importance to the sustainability of 
development – both in terms of corporate 
social responsibility and as a committed 
practitioner of environment-friendly 
business.

A relationship isn’t built overnight.

It’s built day after day.
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Buniah leads the way in a wide and various portfolio of services including development, planning, 
management and financing of real estate projects. A unique commitment to share the client’s perspec-
tive and a comprehensive service base enable us to act as a one-stop shop for clients aiming at capital-
izing on the immense opportunity of the region's property investment market.

BUNIAH aims to provide key investment opportunities regionally & globally for individuals, corporate 
clients, institutional clients and partners. This division focuses on a range of asset services like the fair 
evaluation of the assets, strategic introduction to the right target, research, defending asset value by all 
practical means and achieving the target quota for such assets.

Aided by a wealth of expertise and structured 
guidelines, Buniah offers a number of services that 
leads to successful acquisition – such as full due 
diligence on the deals, negotiations, finance 
structuring, legal closing and any other deal 
facilitation process required. We have formulated a 
holistic acquisition strategy that covers all aspects 
of the spectrum – from management of property 
development and re-positioning to financial/legal 
re-structuring.

BUNIAH – SERVICES

PROPERTY DEAL STRUCTURING [PDS]

ACQUISITION SERVICES
Buniah works with a consortium of leading global 
investment houses with the objective of providing 
turnkey services where both new and experienced 
investors and developers realize higher returns on 
their investment. We provide key information, 
knowledge and market update gained from the 
team experiences, findings, informed analysis, 
strategy and go-to-market plans. Our key focus is 
to enable the client to make the "right investment" 
at the "right time".

ADVISORY SERVICES

Opportunity
Wherever it is, we gets you in.
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A good investment usually begins with sound research. The decision to invest can be an emotional 
one and hence you need a reliable, rational system to assess the viability of a project before you 
commit. Buniah's market research team provides a comprehensive and unique understanding of the 
property market that benefits our clients on diversified fronts and levels. We also provide ground-
breaking reports on the development patterns in this region, as well as various business models 
followed in this market.

Buniah's team of industry professionals has developed a set of accurate assessment tools to evalu-
ate the viability and profitability of a potential project, and focus on the best investment stock. These 
professional estimates help you take a rational and well-informed investment decision. 

SUPPORT SERVICES
MARKET RESEARCH

FEASIBILITY STUDIESDiverse, yet perfect solutions.
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BUNIAH 'S underwriting services include:

Providing financial and engineering solutions for joint 
ventures. Planning between different parties related to one or 
several projects.

Negotiating prices on bulk purchase with wholesale and  retail 
investors.

Forming alliances for enabling property purchase  & property 
development through a holding company or SPV.

Fund raising for a specific development project.

Fund formation with the right entity and strategic  partner.

BUNIAH'S extensive investor and banking relationships 
enable facilitation of equity and debt financing for develop-
ment projects at all stages from inception to completion. We 
offer structured finance and development finance solutions 
that yield the highest results for clients.

CAPITAL MARKET

UNDERWRITING

PROJECT FINANCE

BUNIAH offers real estate clients a range of investment bank-
ing services that provide strategic advice and implementation. 
We specialise in areas of limited partnerships, equity raising, 
mergers & acquisitions, joint ventures, structured finance, 
corporate disposals, real estate sales and financing transac-
tions including sale/leasebacks, synthetic leases and other 
net lease structures. 

CORPORATE FINANCE

BUNIAH is a specialist in large, structured debt transactions, 
and represents clients in single-asset financing, development 
financing, loan note sales, portfolio financing and credit facility 
financing. 

DEBT CAPITAL MARKETS

BUNIAH excels in raising project and entity level equity, 
developing balanced financial structures with an optional mix 
of flexibility, control and exit strategies.

EQUITY CAPITAL MARKETS

BUNIAH conducts complex, confidential analyses supported 
by industry expertise, research, local and global market 
knowledge to create effective solutions for owners, investors 
and creditors.

WORKOUTS AND ADVISORY

The global alliances of the ICR extend the reach and impact 
of Buniah's local and regional Capital market teams; deliver-
ing consistent, high quality investment sales, acquisition, and 
financial services between major markets and capital flows.

BUNIAH'S asset management services provide expertise in 
project implementation, management and ongoing operations. 
Our team can enter a project at any stage, between inception 
and handover, serving as a growth partner to our clients, all 
the way.

INTERNATIONAL CAPITAL REACH

ASSET MANAGEMENT

BUNIAH delivers innovative, customized investment strategies 
across the region to a broad range of investors. Our success 
is measured in terms of both performance and client satisfac-
tion with one of the highest number of client retention figures 
in the industry. We work with a consortium of leading global 
investment houses and invest in genuine high-return opportu-
nities at various levels. We partner with the right regional and 
international property funds to diversify risk and to build 
relationships with future partners for mutual benefit. The key 
focus is always on the "right investment" and the "right time". 

INVESTMENT SERVICES

A leader in the sale of single assets, portfolios and loan notes, 
Buniah supports clients at all stages of the sales cycle - from 
pre-offering due diligence, to marketing campaigns, negotia-
tions and closing.

INVESTMENT SALE

From research based advice on sector and location, BUNIAH 
represents clients at all stages through opportunity sourcing, 
stock selection, due diligence and acquisition.

INVESTMENT ACQUISITIONS
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DEVELOPMENT PLANNING

BUNIAH is involved in monumental, progressive projects that engrave an indelible imprint 
on the region's real estate scenario. Using our extensive knowledge and acquired skills 
over the years, we can assure completion within proposed time and practicable budgets. 
Focusing on developing commercial and residential communities at prime locations, our 
goal is to predict intelligently and invest judiciously. 

Buniah is also involved in business planning, investment packaging, and detailed devel-
opment summary and master planning as well as operator selection, strategy sourcing 
and identification.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT 

BUNIAH, one of the region's leaders in hotel investment services, is uniquely positioned 
to provide in-depth market knowledge and advice to leading hospitality companies and 
hotel investors in established and emerging markets. Our services include investment 
sales, mergers, acquisitions, capital raising, valuation, asset appraisal and management, 
strategic planning, operator assessment and selection, industry research and project 
development services. We also provide groundbreaking reports on mixed and leisure 
developments existing and envisaged in this region.

HOSPITALITY PROJECTS

Complex strategies
developed by smart thinking
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BUNIAH manages properties and facilities through efficient maintenance and 
improvement programmes to deliver superior asset performance. Our approach 
is designed to minimize vacancy rates and ensure profitability is at optimum 
levels.

AGENCY SERVICES
PROPERTY SALES AND MANAGEMENT

Assessing your wide spectrum of requirements including specific location and 
space, emotional aspirations of the staff and budgetary constraints, we provide 
custom made solutions to suit your commercial leasing requirements.

COMMERCIAL POSITIONING AND LEASING

We specialize in marketing a specific type of property to its ideal prospect 
through tailor made offerings. Our Agency services help clients to fine tune the 
marketing of their residential properties, commercial spaces and buildings, 
thereby ensuring greater ROI through faster sale at a better price.

PROJECT/ PROPERTY MARKETING

Through exclusive representation, the client will be able to obtain greater 
concessions, gain greater lease flexibility, and uncover hidden costs during the 
negotiating period. Taking into account the current market conditions affecting 
the property, we will also prepare a market evaluation report for your review.

LEASING AND CLIENT REPRESENTATION

VALUE ADDED SERVICES

Technological advancement and booming economies have altered the priorities and 
requirements in building management. Among the most significant needs of customers 
are the reduction of initial investment, energy optimization /maintenance costs, better 
comfort and services.

Besides building some of the best automation programs in the industry, Buniah has a 
professional team that assures the right technological solutions and implementation. With 
a thorough understanding of client requirements, such solutions provide higher levels of 
productivity and efficiency.

These services include:

• Building Management 
• Building Control Automation 
• Wireless Solutions 
• Communication and Telephony Technology

BUNIAH'S TECHNOLOGY

Helping your business, do business
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PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT & ADVISORY

A development within Borders win-win solutions to all interested parties and cultivate successful future relationship.

Client             : Undisclosed
Property        : Plot
Development Value   : USD 3 Billion

Located on a 1 km x 3 km site, in Dubai Land - Dubai, the proposed two million square meter building program of the Building Gate Development will be significant component of the global 
marketing. We have advised our investor to develop an urban design plan, landscaping strategy, and architectural design of individual buildings to make a spectacular and memorable place 
that will architecturally represent this important project at the highest international level.

Applications Performed:

• Facilitated communication with Dubai Land on all required approval, logistics and
   understanding.
• Plot research and selection
• Financial structuring
• Capital rising
• Concept developing
• Project branding and positioning
• Market and feasibility studies

CASE STUDY - 1
PROPERTY ADVISORY

BUILDING GATE

Client             : Oasis Group Venture Limited
Property        : Oasis Tower 2
Development Budget   : USD 81 Million

Oasis Tower 2 is located in Dubai Sports City - Dubai, spectacularly overlooking the Golf Course designed with top quality construction standards featuring an elegant building design, 
lobby, high speed elevators, state of the art facilities, spacious covered parking etc. An inspiring neighborhood of this fantastic building is surrounded with a lake view, river walk, golf 
courses, tennis courts, fine restaurants, boutiques and shops.

Applications Performed:

• Buniah researched suitable sites and advised on how to develop them as well as  facilitated finance approvals with various banking institutions
• Facilitation of equity and debt financing
• Disposing and selling of all the project units

CASE STUDY - 2
PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT

OASIS TOWER 2 - DUBAI SPORTS CITY

CASE STUDY / CAPABILITIES
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PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT & ADVISORY

Client    : Undisclosed
Property   : EMAAR Business Park Buildings 2 & 4
Disposal   : USD 160 Million
Agent   : Buniah / Jones Lang LaSalle 
Acquisition   : Undisclosed

Emaar Business Park epitomizes the new growth corridor of Dubai around the fifth interchange at Dubai Marina. Set in a landscaped environment, the development comprises four buildings 
supported by the latest in technology networks offering cutting-edge telephone systems, hi-speed Internet connectivity, video conferencing facilities and a central satellite television. All build-
ings are equipped with fiber optic risers and up-to-date technology for data transfer. An extensive food court, parking for over 2,000 cars and neighboring retail facilities complement the 
business lifestyle.

Application performed:

Packaging, Market evaluation, Client sourcing, Presentation, Negotiation, Deal structuring.

CASE STUDY - 3
PROPERTY ADVISORY

EMAAR BUSINESS PARK

Client   : Undisclosed
Property  : Dubai Digital Center
Location  : Al Jaddaf, next to Al Wasl Sports Club, Dubai.
Acquisition  : USD 200 Million

Digital Center offers 652,070 Sq. Ft of Gross leasable area, spread within four office towers. By combining a neat and elegant architectural design with a full category ‘A’ specification as 
per the British Council for Offices Guide, the building ensure the functional quality of space required in today’s demanding corporate environment.

Applications Performed:

Location evaluation, Feasibility study, Project planning, Project development.

CASE STUDY - 4
PROPERTY ADVISORY

DUBAI DIGITAL CENTRE

CASE STUDY / CAPABILITIES
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PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT & ADVISORY

Client    : Undisclosed
Project   : The Dubai Pearl
Location   : Dubai
Value    : USD 2.5 Billion

The Dubai Pearl will be a luxurious development consisting of luxury residential, Grade A offices, leading hotels, and premium retail and leisure facilities with a floor area totalling 
10,330,000. A fully integrated scheme with a built-up area (including parking) of 16,330,000 sq. ft. on a 1.8 million sq. ft. site. Offering end-users an unparalleled combination of quality, 
comfort and convenience. Offering institutional and international investors the market’s first investment grade properties.

Application performed:

Asset valuation, Financial feasibility and planning, Project positioning and branding, Sales process & transaction, Property disposal facilitation.

CASE STUDY - 5
PROPERTY ADVISORY

DUBAI PEARL

Client   : Undisclosed
Property  : Residential Building
Location  : Dubai
Acquisition  : USD 50 Million

Advisory services provided for the client who is a shari’a compliant investment fund that aims to achieve high yielding rental income and medium to long-term capital growth by investing 
in a diversified portfolio of residential and commercial assets.

The property is a G + 3 Floors, brand new 650 rooms labour accomodation located in 
Al Ghous , Dubai.

Applications Performed:

Presentation, Due diligence, Negotiation & Deal structuring , Deal facilitation.

CASE STUDY - 6
PROPERTY ADVISORY

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

CASE STUDY / CAPABILITIES



BUNIAH INVESTMENT OFFICE (IO)
Track record in Sales, Acquisition & Management

Emaar Business Park
Commercial Commercial Mixed Use

Mixed Use Serviced Apartment Residential

Residential Residential

Building Gate

Al Burj Tower Junior Sta� Accomodation

Oasis Tower 2

Dubai Digital Center Dubai Pearl

Majestic Tower

Sky building

Residential

Residential

Dubai World Central

Residential
Dubai World Central

Masaar Residence
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CONTACT US
DUBAI, U.A.E.

P. O. Box 282758, 
Jumeirah Beach Road
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
E-Mail :info@buniahcapital.com
Tel:  +971 4 3941421
Fax: +971 4 3955768

P. O. Box 21118, 
Airport Road 
Dubai, United Arab Emirates.
Tel:  +971 4 2828244
Fax: +971 4 2830905

www.buniahcapital.com

AMMAN, JORDAN

Emmar Building,Zahran Street,
Floor No.4,Amman, Jordan.
Email: sales@edraj.com
Tel: +962 6 5777339
Fax: +962 6 5777338

GROUP HEADQUARTERS CORPORATE OFFICES
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